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1. Executive Summary
For more than a decade TEA has been campaigning for a network of light rail across the city. That is why we
are happy to support the Toronto Transit City – Light Rail Plan, which was announced on March 16, 2007.
Prior to the release of that plan, TEA had already been engaged in community meetings, promoting the idea
of light rail routes in Scarborough, Etobicoke, and North York, and generating feedback from these
communities on possible routes. Our consultation meetings were held between February 1 and March 8, 2007,
ending just before the release of the new Toronto Transit City – Light Rail Plan (right). Because of this
timing, we were unable to gather specific feedback on the newly proposed network of light rail lines, however
the results of our consultations do have relevant implications, and we are submitting them to the TTC for
consideration at this time.
Our consultations were based on the more
extensive network of routes envisioned in the
TTC/City Building a Transit City report of
January 2005 (see right,) and we conducted
community consultations and distributed
surveys in five areas: North Etobicoke, South
Etobicoke, Jane Finch, Malvern, and KingstonGalloway.
Basic Findings:
• The Transit City vision was attractive to
those who attended the consultations
• The Transit City vision was not as
compelling to non-attendees
• A more comprehensive and detailed plan
would be more effective to generate support
• Residents wanted rapid transit lines that
extended further into their neighbourhoods
• Better connections were called for within
inner suburb neighbourhoods
• These communities want rapid transit to
extend to the 905
• Hydro corridors were questioned as viable
transit corridors
• Community members suggested additional
routes, which together created a loop (see
right.)
Implications for the Toronto Transit City Light Rail Plan
• The focus and scope of the plan is excellent
• The proposed routes fulfil many of the
communites’ suggestions
• The proposed routes do not meet a few key
community priorities
• A roadshow could be an effective way to
generate support for Light Rail
• The Light Rail routes need to be effectively
branded as different from streetcars

Rapid Transit network proposed in the City/TTC
report Building a Transit City, 2005

Map by Graeme Parry

Highlights of Community Feedback from TEA
workshops:

Map by Graeme Parry
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2. Project Background
After years of advocating for an extensive
light rail network in Toronto, TEA was
delighted in January 2005 when the City
Planning Department and TTC staff presented
the Building a Transit City report. TEA was
eager to support this vision because the
proposed rapid transit network offered a costeffective way to dramatically improve transit
service and attract new riders. In the summer
of 2006 TEA was successful in securing
funding for a small project which would
support the goals of Building a Transit City by
engaging the public in the vision of a network
of LRT and BRT service across the city.
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Rapid Transit network proposed in
Building a Transit City, 2005

Specific project activities included:
• Preparing A Citizens Guide to Light Rail
explaining the differences between LRT,
BRT, Subways, and Streetcars, including
quality of service, cost, capacity, etc
• Conducting community consultations in five inner-suburb neighbourhoods
• Collecting signatures on a Call for Action that
TEA Consultation Areas
supports Transit City implementation
• Distributing Transit City Surveys asking for positive
and negative feedback on the Building a Transit City
network (see survey form on page 8.)

Map by Graeme Parry

Neighbourhoods where community consultations were
conducted included:
• North Etobicoke
• South Etobicoke
• Jane Finch
• Malvern
• Kingston Galloway
Basic Format of the Consultations:
On average, 25 attendees were present at consultations in
Map by Graeme Parry
each neighbourhood. A session was also held downtown, inviting input from transit advocates and
enthusiasts, but that session did not have a geographic focus. Meeting dates were between Feb 1 and Mar 8,
2007 and durations ranged from 40 minutes to 2.5 hours. The basic format of all meetings was as follows:
• Resource package distributed
• Powerpoint presentation delivered covering:
o TTC background and review of past/present service levels in the neighbourhood
o Current political context of GTTA, new funding, City of Toronto Act
o Other cities that have been building light rail
o Explanation of LRT, BRT, subways, streetcars (cost, capacity, quality of service)
o Presentation of the 2005 Building a Transit City network of proposed routes
• Discussion and Q&A
• Distribution of Transit City Surveys and Calls for Action
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3. Basic Findings of the Consultations
3.1 The Transit City vision was attractive to
those who attended the consultations
The most important overall finding of the
consultations was that people liked the general
idea of surface rapid transit once it was explained
to them. Almost none of the attendees were aware
of the service levels that could be reached with
LRT and BRT, and they were generally
enthusiastic to find out that the City had a plan to
develop such a network.

Survey comments collected from workshop attendees:
“The entire city would benefit from this plan.”
“There would be much more accessibility for
services/businesses that are spread out in the suburbs.”
“People might actually use transit rather than drive.”
“This seems like a viable alternative to building subways.”
Comment from a non-attendee via online survey
“In the case of LRT, I don’t see much benefit. It would take a
long time to build and cause traffic congestion during and
after it’s built – and it’s NOT FAST.”

3.2 The Transit City vision was not as
compelling to non-attendees
There were two ways responses to the Transit City Survey were generated, firstly at the workshops, and
secondly through an email to TEA supporters. The survey responses from those who attended the
consultations tended to favour light rail, while the responses from those who did not attend emphasized that
they thought subways should be extended. Non attendees’ opinions also did not reflect an understanding of
how LRT differs from streetcar service. This suggests the importance of visual images and detailed
explanations of light rail, in order to convince people of its benefits.

3.3 A more comprehensive and detailed plan would be more effective to generate support
Many people at the consultations were sceptical that the entire network could be built; they felt it would take
too long, and cost too much money. To build mass support, a more thorough analysis of costs for a smaller
number of priority routes would be more effective. Also, with the sheer number of routes on the map, there
was confusion about which were intended for express service and which were meant to be main “trunk lines.”
In order to effectively generate support for a Transit City plan, a more explicitly articulated branding of the
difference between LRT, subway, and streetcar service would help.
3.4 Inner-suburb residents want rapid transit to
come all the way into their neighbourhoods
Residents in North Etobicoke, South Etobicoke and
Malvern/Morningside Heights did note that the proposed
routes came closer to their neighbourboods than the
subway and RT currently do. However their journeys
would still always have to begin with lengthy bus rides,
and would involve several transfers. They wanted rapid
transit lines coming all the way into their
neighbourhoods.

“My neighbourhood would barely be touched, according
to this plan, but if the routes might be extended further
into Malvern, it would be very beneficial.” Malvern
resident
“It does not come far enough into our neighbourhood.
Current routes are too slow and too infrequent. At least
extend the Waterfront route to the Kipling loop, along the
427 and up to Eglinton.” Etobicoke Lakeshore resident

3.5 Better connections are wanted within inner-suburb neighbourhoods
Residents in these inner-suburban neighbourhoods noted that access to the subway system and downtown
seemed to be the primary objective of the proposed rapid transit network. In Etobicoke residents noted that
they also wanted better connections to destinations like Sherway Gardens, Humber College, and the
Etobicoke Civic Centre, none of which would be served by the proposed network. Residents in North York
wanted to be able to get to Yorkdale. And residents in
East Scarborough wanted to get to Centennial College
“I do not see a route for Kipling, which is a major issue
and the UofT Scarborough Campus.
point for packed buses. It also seems Humber College is
left out.” Etobicoke Resident
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3.6 The inner-suburbs want rapid transit to extend
to the 905
In every neighbourhood we consulted, people saw
limits to how the proposed network would address the
905. They were concerned about this firstly because
of work-related and other destinations that they need
to get to in the 905, and also because they would
prefer that traffic originating in the 905 did not end up
driving through their communities. Some attendees
suggested building “transit nodes” along Steeles or
some other corridor north of the City, where 905
drivers could transfer to transit.
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“Lawrence should go longer – to Port Union” KingstonGalloway resident
“I would benefit if it expands to other areas. I would
suggest routes on Highway 7, Steeles, and Finch Ave.”
North York Resident
“I would not benefit directly – but I would eventually if Peel
does the same and it’s coordinated with Toronto” Brampton
resident who commutes into Toronto

3.7 Hydro corridors questioned as viable transit corridors
People questioned the usefulness of the Finch hydro corridor as a route. Many felt it would be awkward to
get to, requiring long walks or transfers from buses at both ends of the journey because it is not close enough
to any major destinations. People preferred the service to be on Finch.
3.8 Community members suggested additional routes, which together created a loop
Through workshops and surveys, community members were asked if there were routes they felt were missing
from the 2005 Building a Transit City plan. A detailed map on page 10 of this report shows a compilation of
all responses, while the map below shows the most popular suggestions. What is significant about the
suggested routes mapped out above is that taken together, they create a loop around the city. Such a loop
could yield benefits for getting around within inner-suburban neighbourhoods while also supporting suburbto-suburb travel. A loop could also be very useful for anyone coming in from the 905. They could travel
around it to get to any number of entry points into the city – Eglinton, Jane, Don Mills, Lawrence, or the any
of the subway lines.
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4. Implications for the Toronto Transit City – Light Rail Plan
4.1 Overview
The consultation meetings for TEA’s project
were held between February 1 and March 8,
2007, ending just before the March 16 release of
the new Toronto Transit City – Light Rail Plan
(right). Because of this timing, we were unable
to gather specific feedback on the newly
proposed network of light rail lines, however the
results of our consultations do have relevant
implications.
Firstly, and most importantly, if the Light Rail
Plan had not been released, TEA’s number one
recommendation to the TTC coming out of these
consultations would have been to develop just
such a`plan. Based on the feedback we received
it was clear that to generate significant
community support for surface rapid transit, what was needed was a plan that was focussed, that was
achievable within a ten to fifteen year timeframe, and that reached all the way to the corners of the city. The
Toronto Transit City - Light Rail Plan does all this, and we are very happy to support it.
4.1 The Toronto Transit City - Light Rail Plan routes fulfil many of the communites’ suggestions
In terms of specific routes, the new Light Rail Plan corresponds to many of the high priority routes suggested
by the community respondents. In the east, Malvern and Morningside Heights both get improved service, as
do the Centennial College and U of T Scarborough College. In the northwest, service has moved off the
hydro corridor and onto Finch, and in the southwest, service extends on Lakeshore to all the way to Long
Branch.
4.2 The Toronto Transit City - Light Rail Plan misses a few key community priorities
In comparison to the communities’ high priority routes as mapped out on page 5, the new Light Rail Plan
does not offer any improved north-south service Etobicoke, thereby missing Sherway Gardens, Woodbine,
and north-south access to the two Humber College campuses. Nor does it create a the loop around the city,
thereby missing opportunities to facilitate both suburb to suburb travel and 905 access. These are definitely
worth considering in future plans.
4.3 A Roadshow could be an effective way to generate support for Transit City
We found at our workshops that with good visuals to demonstrate the benefits of Light Rail (all door
boarding, low floors, priority signalling, multi-car trains, express service, etc) and with a full explanation of
the relative costs and capacity (compared to subways, streetcars, etc) it was not difficult to convince most
people that LRT was a good option for Toronto.
As a general concept, most workshop attendees supported light rail, but they were less supportive of the
specific network of routes proposed on the Building a Transit City map. The 200 km network was
simultaneously viewed as too ambitious to be built within a reasonable timeline, while also not reaching far
enough into the inner suburbs to meet their needs. The new Toronto Transit City - Light Rail Plan, solves
both of these problems to a substantial degree. A promotional roadshow to generate awareness and support
(as discussed at the March TTC Commission meeting) could be very effective, and TEA would be happy to
offer support in the program design, based on our experiences
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4.3 The LRT routes need to continue to be branded as different from streetcars
In the workshops when we were gathering feedback about the 2005 Building a Transit City map, discussions
commonly emerged on the question of local versus express service. The map of routes seemed too extensive
for it to be reasonable for them all to offer express, subway-style service, and yet there was no indication that
the different routes could offer different of levels of service. With the TTC’s use of the term LRT on the
Spadina and Harbourfront routes, this has added to the blurring between the intention to describe local and
express service.
The branding effort that has gone into the new maps, buttons, and transitcity.ca website is excellent and needs
to continue so that people come to understand that LRT isn’t just about putting streetcars on rights of way.
“Ride the NEW Rocket,” which appears on transitcity.ca, is a good slogan and was actually a suggestion that
came out of one of our workshops. Streetcars are often perceived as slow, crowded, and irregular, and the
feedback we got from the workshops indicated that people did not believe that just putting them on dedicated
rights of way will make for a dramatically different service. They need to understand to what extent this is
also about all door boarding, low floors, priority signalling, multi-car trains, and perhaps in some cases longer
distances between stops.
Ideas on how to support this branding could include removing any images of streetcars from the transitcity.ca
website, which could instead show envisioned models of LRVs painted with TTC colours.
The streetcar vs LRT confusion is not helped by the fact that the TTC is considering buying larger LRVs to
service existing streetcar routes. It is worth suggesting that two different fleets of vehicles may be called for,
one for urban streetcar service, and one for more express-style LRT service, as is the practice in the cities of
Portland and Philadelphia.
Of course, this is not just a question of branding, but also reflects that different vehicles may be called for to
deliver two distinctly different types of service.
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5 Attachments
5.1 Call for Action on Transit distributed at the community workshops
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5.2 Transit City Survey
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5.3 Detailed map of community suggestions for new routes

Original map
from Building a
Transit City

Amended
map with all
additional
routes
suggested on
Transit City
surveys
• Additional lines show
survey respondents’
suggestions for rapid
transit routes
• Line thickness reflects
the number of
respondents proposing
a route.
• GO lines and rail
corridors (not
represented in this
map) were also
suggested by many
respondents as rapid
transit routes
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5.4 Other notable feedback from Transit City surveys
“The TTC would be much faster this way. People will get to their destinations faster.” Malvern resident
“Parents would be able to spend more time with their families, creating better rounded family settings. All individuals
would benefit from less stress and a service that would integrate a more community-as-the-city atmosphere.
Additionally there would be a decrease in the feeling of being isolated from the main core of Toronto.” North Etobicoke
resident
“My neighbourhood would benefit by removing excess vehicles off the road – better transit means less volume of
traffic.”
“It would reduce isolation and marginalization of people where I work: Kingston Galloway.” Social Service worker,
Kingston Galloway area
“The money that we save from making routes rather than subways can go into getting more buses and workers to
enhance the time periods of us not waiting for the bus too long.” Malvern high school student
“There has to be a commitment to these services, and people have to know there is a commitment.” South Etobicoke
Resident
“We often think about those travelling from the suburbs to downtown, let’s think about those travelling east to west
[across the city], or vice-versa. Think 401.” South Etobicoke resident
“Why not BRT lanes on the freeways, instead of HOV lanes?” Summerhill resident
“Doesn’t meet riders needs. Doesn’t get riders to where they want to go any faster. Disconnected.” West Islington
resident
“Faster service and less pollution is the way to go.”
“A major issue is the lack of parking at Subway stations. We cannot leave our cars and get onto the subway as there
is nowhere to park. Threatening to increase parking rates [downtown] and fining people will not work until the City
provides alternatives.” South Etobicoke resident
“Service at this point is dreadful. We need rapid transit to make transit viable.” South Etobicoke resident
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